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Parents want what’s best for their kids. Sometimes that moti-

vates efforts to steer the children away from bad influences and 

other distractions. Distractions like fast cars, for instance. That 

may have been what Richard Winkles’ father was thinking when 

he suggested to his then teenage son that he think about buying a 

brand-new car. See, young  Richard had acquired his first car 

just a year or so earlier a used ’69 Camaro and it seemed to have 

in spired him to begin exploring the world of hot rodding. “It 

was a 327 with a three speed manual on the floor. It was the car 

that got me hooked on Camaros,” he explains, adding that he 

hadn’t really been all that interested in cars before that. Which 

was surprising, given that he had grown up during the 1960s in 

the area around Flint, Michigan. His father worked for General 

Motors, as had his grandfather. But none of that had sparked 

anything in Richard, until he got his hands on that ’69.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I did all the typical stupid teenage stuff I bought a used carb and 

manifold without knowing if they were a good match, headers 

and Cherry Bombs… and I wound up with a car I could hardly 

drive because it didn’t run well,” he says of his earliest forays 

into the search for more horsepower. The mechanical experi-

mentation may not have pleased his parents, but it did leave a 

lasting impression upon Richard. Meanwhile, there was that 

nudge toward a new car. One with a warranty. It was the sum-

mer of 1973, and the factory muscle cars were all but gone from 

showrooms, but Richard had already been bitten. “When I 

bought my ’69 Camaro, I didn’t even know what a Z28 was, but 

I started noticing them on used car lots. I’d open the hoods and 

see those finned valve covers and big chrome air cleaners and 

thought that was really cool,” recalls Richard. “Naturally, when 

I started thinking about a new car, I wanted a Z28.”  

 

 

This 1974 Z28 helped its original owner  

find his true calling  
By Terry McGean  

Photography by Barry Kluczyk  

Reprinted with permission:  67Hemmings MUSCLE MACHINES | March 2017 | hemmings.com  
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Dodge Viper One of One Program Experience     Ron and Cris Stene 

 

Wow, the world started spinning when we decided to get a new 2017 Viper.  This is our one of 

one Viper experience. One that will be cherished by our family forever. Thank you Dodge! 

 

Our story begins with an email on October 5, 2016 to a friend to regarding the election for MCVO 

President (also joking that he should run for the US Presidency – this was one month before the 

actual election!). In the email, I mentioned that we were thinking about obtaining a new Viper 

when we returned from our 3-year expat assignment in Brazil in mid 2017. Bruce responded that 

Viper orders would be frozen in just 2 days and no more orders would be taken after that point. 

Being in Brazil meant we received little to no knowledge of current events in the US and this 

came as quite a surprise. Bruce provided a dealer contact if we wished to begin an order process. 

Before we could respond an email arrived from Roanoke Motors. Enter John Gastman and the be-

ginning of his incredible help with our journey. He endured the many decisions and changes to de-

cisions over the several month period, ultimately leading up to the present. Here follows the story 

of our one of one Viper Program experience. 
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The first step was to select the Viper model. This was difficult as since we departed for Brazil in 

early 2014 the variations of Vipers had expanded significantly. We had only observed SRT and 

GTS models firsthand. The TA and ACR were completely foreign to us (pun intended). As were 

the myriad of interior and exterior options.  John gave us insights on the various models, links to 

drivesrt.com to make a custom design and off we went. We also obtained all the available tech-

nical specifications and some firsthand experience from our Viper brethren back in Michigan. 

With inputs in hand we decided on the TA 2.0 (package or group at that point as I am not sure we 

understood the difference). From our perspective, it was a perfect mix of street car with fantastic 

on-track potential, in comparison to the highly acclaimed ACR, with even higher on-track poten-

tial. On-street behavior, especially for longer trips and cruises, was a primary factor in the deci-

sion. Thoughts of the 600 and 1200 lb per inch springs shaking our bones sealed the deal.  With 

model selected it was on to the next step. 

 

Next was interior and option selections. This seemed like it would be more straight forward, but 

as we found out was extremely complex. We initially decided on the GTS Laguna interior with 

sepia color. Nice color coordination with the exterior colors we had in mind. Then with a desire to 

have carbon fiber accents, 18 speaker audio system, carbon fiber X brace and other minor touches 

the price tag was going into the stratosphere. It was then we then discovered a couple of rarely ex-

ercised interior options called Ceramic Blue and Anodized Carbon. Of these we found the Ceram-

ic Blue to be a nice match with the exterior color we had in mind (the Anodized Carbon had or-

ange accents, though more in line with the TA 2.0 selection, did not mix well with the exterior 

colors). So Ceramic Blue it was (which has nothing blue about it other than the association with 

the Ceramic Blue vehicle package).  

 

Then we were on to paint selection. This part of the process took almost three months and spread 

across two continents and several states. It started with family discussions and challenges in Bra-

zil. Each member of the family was asked to create their favorite concept using driversrt.com. We 

then had a family discussion, and out of the many different color and stripe combinations created, 

a unique one of one combination reminiscent of University of Minnesota colors, Ron’s alma ma-

ter, was chosen. This then lead to the creation of color plates of a few similar colors from the 8500 

possible colors available (all also with pearl, metal flake or flat appearance). The first group of 

these, along with a speed form (basic shape of a car with the selected base color applied), plus the 

8500 color palate wheel were sent to son Phil’s house in Michigan. While on a business trip be-

fore Thanksgiving Ron picked them up, while also obtaining Phil’s impressions of the colors.  

Then on to Minnesota with Cris, Stephanie and the grandparents.  A consensus was arrived at that 

more samples were required. The next group of color plates and speed form were sent directly to 

Brazil. Once the import duty of over $100 was paid (yes a huge duty on paint samples and a speed 

form! – thank goodness we live in a more open economy) we viewed them under many lighting 
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situations while in Brazil, and then again in Florida. Viewing them many, many times over the 

Christmas holidays.  By early January we finally made our decision and sent the signed samples 

to Prefix. 

 

Next up was the Viper Concierge. Soon after the color selections were returned, along with the 

options finalized with John, we were contacted by James at the Viper Concierge. James walked us 

through the entire process and sent us a link to a web page where he would provide regular up-

dates. This ultimately would include photographs of our actual car (or car parts) as it went through 

the build process along with process description that kept us fully engaged.  Absolutely riveting as 

we waited each week for Friday to arrive for the next issue. Pictures started with paint mixing 

(first time to see the color we selected beyond a paint sample), spraying the stripes (yes stripes 

first), body color, clear coat and polishing. All of which have been viewed a gazillion times. The 

chassis build pictures followed while Ron was on a trip to China and provided great entertainment 

along the way. Next was final build and then validation (headlight aiming and panel gap measure-

ment) and water test (wow that was really, really wet!).  The final picture with our new addition 

fully complete was an image that lasted for many weeks before delivery. It, along with a few other 

pictures, received many positive comments on the VOA forums and Facebook page. We also 

heard from team members at CAAP passing on positive vibes as well. Just one big family. 

 

Once the build was complete James contacted us to set up delivery at the plant. Delivery was se-

lected for Friday May 5th, Cinco de Mayo. We were informed we could have up to 5 people attend 

the delivery experience. Right! We contacted some of our MCVO friends to get a feel for how 

many would be interested (I think everyone!) and available. Ultimately, we ended up with 10, 

which is very close to 5, at least from a 10,000 foot view point!).  

 

After a very sleepless night Cris, Stephanie, Phil and I departed for CAAP (Conner Avenue As-

sembly Plant). The dismal weather forecast indicated rain at 100% not only for Friday but the fol-

lowing day as well. Though we had prayed for change Mother Nature did not disappoint. We ar-

rived at CAAP with a driving rain and howling wind. Once inside everything was calm as we anx-

iously awaited all participants to arrive.  In the waiting room, we had several Kodak moments 

with the engine display (Hmm, what are they doing with this when production ends. Looked to be 

a perfect living room decoration) and the wall with timeline of Viper and Prowler production. For 

some unknown reason the timeline ends at 2010, as if the incredible Generation V never existed. 

Blasphemy indeed. 
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Then we were met at the door by Jeff Betz, Manager for Engine Assembly, who we would find 

out was to be our tour guide for the day. Jeff ushered us into the Viper presentation room for a 

discussion about the plan for the day and to view a couple of video productions, which cemented 

why we were here. Ah, the excitement was building. To pick up a fabulous piece of machinery 

that for some unknown reason was in its final days of production. For the Viper aficionados pre-

sent that reminder was like receiving a menu for your last meal. After a few business matters 

(proof of ownership, insurance, etc) and receiving future Viper collectable watch, ring and belt 

protectors we were off on the tour. Mental note: Couldn’t understand why everyone didn’t take 

the collectables, whether they had a belt, watch or ring on or not! I guess not all Viper people 

know the heights we will go to gain a collectable! 

 

The tour was especially exciting for our daughter Stephanie. At least at first. Like most teenagers 

patience has yet to become a virtue and questions of “when will it end …” persisted. Jeff brought 

us around the plant from framing to chassis build to the dynamometer (where we found out for the 

first time that the dyno was actually a four-wheel dyno – front wheels driven of course – in order 

to test and burnish the brake system and other aspects). Observing the completed chassis’ several 

differences between the models were pointed out. The massive brakes on the ACR with carbon 

brakes was obvious (they are HUGE!), the ultra-light weight battery for track ready ACRs (we 

had to lift each to see the difference), tires, shocks and more. After all these years, it still seems 

incredible that the Viper is drivable as a rolling chassis, without the need for a body.  Best darn go 

cart in town. 

 

We then started down the final assembly side where the tour stopped to allow Ron to personally 

install a front emblem on a front fascia using the assembly fixture. Quite the thrill to have the op-

portunity to make an actual assembly operation on a real Viper.  Apologies to the future owner of 

the baby blue Viper with the upside-down, somewhat crooked emblem (just kidding). At least up-

side down this one does not have a resemblance to a Disney character (sorry Fangs). We then 

viewed the many Vipers on hand. Many, many model and color variants were present.  NBC 

would be proud of the range of colors present (for those old enough to remember the NBC pea-

cock). The desire to become like the Rauh’s and take twenty or more home was overpowering, 

limited only by the size of our wallets.  We then proceeded on to the museum area with the special 

exhibits. There we were allowed to sit in any of the cars and take photos (photographs were not 

allowed during the tour). Phil choose to sit in the Generation 3 vehicle. A clear indication that he 

has expectations of assuming ownership of Ron’s car currently maintained at their Florida vaca-

tion home.  Phil we hope you are ready for a long wait …. 
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Then we arrived in the delivery area. Spectacular! 

Two Vipers cloaked in large covers almost complete-

ly hidden from the observers. One of the cloaked ve-

hicles had a strange departure at the back where may-

be something might be present, providing a clue as to 

which was the correct Viper for Ron and Cris. Stepha-

nie, awakening from the drudgery of the tour, emphat-

ically elected to participant in the unveiling. Stephanie 

and Ron had the honor of peeling back the cover, yard 

by yard, to uncover the newborn Viper. This was re-

peated for the second Viper while cameras were click-

ing, and clicking and still clicking some more. Then we were all allowed to get up close and per-

sonal with our new dream cars. Stephanie then was chosen to install the last piece of our Viper, 

the personalized one of one Viper IP badge. The lack of patience exhibited not so long before dis-

sipated into nothingness and another incredible memory was formed. 

 

 

 

 

After a few instructions on how to open and close 

doors, hood and the hatch we moved on to the Vi-

per Store to pick up some memorabilia. For the 

first time in the store there was nothing that 

matched our new addition. A tradeoff that one of 

one will mean more limited selections in that regard. And then it was off to the front of the plant 

to see the new Viper outside for the first time. Despite the rain and gloomy weather the sight was 

glorious. All the dreams and hard decisions had 

materialized into reality.  Time to roll (to a Cin-

co de Mayo lunch with MCVO friends)! 
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Mopar | July 15 2013  

What Does Mopar Mean to You? 

Editor’s Note: Below is a guest blog post from Jim Burr, a metro Detroit resident who is a life-

long Mopar-or-no-car guy. The opinions are his and do not necessarily reflect those of Chrys-

ler Group. In a recent Facebook comment thread, Jim put into words the ties that bind the 

greater Mopar community. We asked him to expand on that comment and he sent us this blog 

post. Please read and, in the comments, reply with your own thoughts: Do you agree with Jim? 

What does Mopar mean to you?                              

  

What is Mopar®? 

On paper, Mopar is one of seven brands within the Chrysler Group LLC portfolio and repre-

sents the parts and service arm for all of the brands. 

Optimally, it is the brand of parts you get when you have service done at the dealer, the brand 

you ask for and expect as “factory official.” It started out as the combination of Motor and 

Parts to help sell new AC system components in the 1920s and continues to this day as the 

parts division for the company. 

 

Jim Burr and his Mopar ’13 Dart, #35 of 500 made, which just arrived last week, and his 2002 Vi-

per GTS Final Edition, #98 of 360 made. 
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But this “definition” is woefully short of explaining what Mopar means to those of us who own 

the cars and eat, sleep, breathe and cherish our “Mopar” family. 

  

What does Mopar MEAN? 

EVERY vehicle made by Chrysler Group (or any of the brands that have ever been in its historic 

portfolio) is by “birth” a member of the Mopar family regardless of brand, market, number of 

doors/cylinders/wheels or lack of, etc. And all would be equally welcomed at a true Mopar show. 

This is just how Mopar people work. 

And the people involved – both employees and enthusiasts – ALL consider themselves a Mopar 

guy/girl as much as much or more than they consider themselves a specific brand guy/girl. 

The Mopar mystique goes beyond brands and parts and sheet metal…it is the glue that binds us all 

together, it is the language we universally speak and a reason to come together for weeknight 

cruises, social media chats, big weekend events or simply wrenching with our friends. The smile 

we all get when we see a classic Chrysler-powered speedboat, a wartime Chrysler tank engine, a 

classic Dodge COE HD truck, a 1947 Power Wagon, a 1955 Chrysler C-300, a 1975 Jeep CJ rock 

climber with a 6.1L HEMI crate motor, an SRT Viper GTS, a Dodge Charger SRT8 Super Bee, 

the Raminator monster truck, Allen Johnson’s ProStock championship Avenger, a Dodge SRT4, a 

Ram Laramie Longhorn, and yes, even a Fiat 500. 

Then there is the heart and soul of the enthusiasts world, the venerable muscle cars that are almost 

synonymous with Mopar – 1968 Plymouth Cuda SS HEMI, 1969 Dodge Charger R/T, 1970 

Dodge Coronet Super Bee or Plymouth Road Runner to name a very select few. 

It is the uncontrollable desire to customize my garage floor to have an Omega M embedded, to 

wear shoes in Mopar blue or HEMI Orange knowing that real Mopar folks will recognize the con-

nection without any logos present, the joy in hanging Mopar/Dodge/Viper/SRT/Plymouth/

DeSoto/etc. signs in my cave, the habit of buying every Mopar die-cast I can get my hands on and 

the genuine pride in saying that “I drive a Mopar.” 

Mopar has always been the underdog, clawing for respect and earning it every day along the way. 

So much more than buying a part from a dealer or being a logo on a corporate letterhead – the en-

thusiast doesn’t need to be told by a suit what it means … to us, it is Ma Mopar and you NEVER 

disrespect Ma. 

A culture of car friends who respect the company, the cars AND the people in the family equally. 

Never perfect but to a Mopar guy/girl, the only way. Mopar or No Car! 

 


